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Abstractions useful in fault-tolerant and distributed systems are described. The abstractions are specified as properties of protocols, hence they have a different flavor from abstractions prevalent in sequential and concurrent programming. Among the abstractions discussed are agreement, order, failure detection, and stable storage.

1. Introduction

Distributed computing and fault tolerance are closely linked. Fault tolerance can only be achieved by replication of function using components with independent failure modes. In a distributed system, the physical separation and isolation of processors linked by a communications network ensure that processors have independent failure modes. Thus, achieving fault tolerance in a computing system can lead to solving problems traditionally associated with distributed computing systems. Distributed systems, on the other hand, frequently involve replicated function and data for performance reasons. Protocols to manage replication are clearly integral to such systems. Finally, as the size of a distributed system increases, so does the probability that one or more of its components will fail. A large system must continue to function despite some failures, or it will be unusable most of the time. Thus, distributed systems—at least large ones—must be fault tolerant.

One cannot simply employ “separation of concerns” to decompose a problem into its fault-tolerance aspects and its distributed computing aspects. The two concerns cannot be separated because each requires the other in its implementation. Moreover, support for distribution and fault tolerance pervade the lower levels of a system, so retrofitting the necessary support onto an existing application can result in an unacceptable performance penalty. When constructing a system, the problems associated with fault tolerance and distribution must be confronted together and from the outset.

Only by using abstractions, which capture the important properties of an object of interest and suppress irrelevant details, can one hope to master the complexity associated with supporting fault tolerance and distribution. Of course to be useful, an abstraction must be implementable. For example, it is easy to implement a fault-tolerant system by assuming fault-free processors, but implementing a fault-free processor is impossible, rendering it a useless abstraction for building real systems.

A virtual circuit [34] is an example of a good abstraction. It is a communications channel that allows processors to exchange messages according to:

VCI: Messages sent by one process to another are delivered uncorrupted.

VC2: Messages sent by one process to another are delivered in the order sent.

The important properties of the virtual circuit abstraction are given by VCI and VC2. Irrelevant details concern how VCI and VC2 are achieved—including the message routing protocol in use and the hardware that connects processors—and how the virtual circuit is used—such as whether asynchronous send or Ada-style rendezvous is supported. And, the virtual circuit abstraction is implementable—the networking world contains numerous implementations.

This paper describes abstractions that are useful in implementing fault-tolerant and distributed systems. The same abstractions serve both fault tolerance and distribution, supporting our belief that the two concerns are not separable. The abstractions we present have a somewhat different flavor from abstractions prevalent in sequential and concurrent programming, which encapsulate state information and/or provide operations to manipulate that state (e.g. a stack or a monitor). Our abstractions are best thought of as properties of protocols or control.

Section 2 describes abstractions of processors that can fail and section 3 reviews some fundamentals for coping with failures. Section 4 discusses the state machine approach, a general way to construct fault-tolerant distributed computing services. The state machine approach motivates two abstractions: Agreement and Order. Section 5 discusses a second approach for constructing a fault-tolerant computing service and this motivates two more abstractions: Failure Detection and Stable Storage. Implementing abstractions by exploiting hardware is discussed in section 6. Section 7 discusses related work.

2. The Fine Print

To be able to program a processor, one typically consults a specification that defines its behavior. The specification may be formal, but it is more likely to be a manual written in some natural language. The specification explains the architecture of the processor, the effects of executing each instruction, the way instructions and data are represented, how the console switches affect execution, etc. Invariably, the specification does not explain what behavior is possible or likely by a faulty processor. This omission is problematic when fault tolerance is desired, since it deprives the programmer of information necessary for designing software that can detect and cope with failures.
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A processor failure occurs when the processor no longer satisfies its specification. Behavior in response to a failure can be classified according to the nature of the disruption it causes.

Byzantine Failures. A processor can exhibit arbitrary and malicious behavior, perhaps involving collusion among other faulty processors [16].

Crash Failures. A processor halts in response to a failure [8].

Fail-stop Failures. A processor halts in response to a failure; other processors can detect that the failure has occurred [25].

Note that these categories of failures can be viewed as defining processor abstractions. For example, a Fail-stop Processor is one that is restricted to fail-stop failures.

Byzantine failures are the most disruptive. Crash failures are less disruptive because processors never perform erroneous actions—every message sent and state transformation performed is consistent with the program being executed. However, unless processor execution speeds are known or processor clocks are approximately synchronized, it is not possible to distinguish between a processor that is executing very slowly and one that has halted due to a crash failure. Yet, the ability to make this distinction can be important [9]. A processor that has crashed can take no further action, but a processor that is merely slow can. Other processors can safely perform actions on behalf of a crashed, hence halted, processor, but not on behalf of a slow one, because subsequent actions by the slow processor might not be consistent with actions performed on its behalf by others. Fail-stop failures are the easiest to cope with because processor failures can be detected by other processors—other processors can safely perform actions on behalf of a failed processor. And, in a system where processors have approximately synchronized clocks and message delivery delays are bounded, crash failures can be converted into fail-stop failures by using timeouts.

A system that can tolerate Byzantine failures can tolerate anything. Since an application that makes assumptions about possible behavior of faulty processors runs the risk of failing if these assumptions are not satisfied, it is prudent that life-critical control systems tolerate Byzantine failures. However, while there is anecdotal evidence that Byzantine failures do occur, there is no published data concerning the likelihood of such failures. For most applications, it suffices to tolerate crash failures and, where necessary, convert these into fail-stop failures.

3. Replication

Failures can be partitioned into two classes, depending on whether repair is required following a failure. A component can exhibit a single hard failure but multiple transient failures between repairs. The occurrence of a hard failure influences the future operation of the device, while the occurrence of a transient failure does not. Byzantine failures are hard because the failure might destroy state information that would render subsequent operation meaningless; crash and fail-stop failures are hard because the device halts and subsequent operation is impossible. Communications lines often exhibit transient failures in response to a noise burst—a message that is in transit might be corrupted, but subsequent transmissions will succeed.

Failures—be they hard or transient—can be detected only by replicating actions in failure-independent ways. One way to do this is by performing the action using components that are physically and electrically isolated; we call this replication in space. The validity of the approach follows from an empirically justified belief in the independence of failures at physically and electrically isolated devices. A second approach to replication is for a single device to repeatedly perform the action. We call this replication in time. Replication in time is valid only for transient failures.

If the results of performing a set of replicated actions disagree, a failure has occurred. Without making further assumptions, this is the strongest statement that can be made. In particular, if the results agree, we cannot assert that no failure has occurred and the results are correct. This is because if there are enough failures, all of these replicas might be corrupted, yet still agree.

Observe that t+1-fold replication permits failure detection but not failure masking when there are as many as t failures. When there is disagreement among t+1 independently obtained results, one cannot assume that the majority value is correct. Masking failures requires 2t+1-fold replication, since then as many as t values can be faulty without causing the majority value to be faulty.

Requirements for fault-tolerance are usually specified in terms of MTBF (mean-time-between-failures), probability of failure over a given interval, and other statistical measures [33]. While it is clear that such characterizations are important to users of a system, there are advantages to describing the failure tolerance of a system in terms of the maximum number of failures that can be tolerated over some interval of interest. We shall say that a system is t-fault tolerant if that system will continue to operate correctly provided t or fewer failures occur.1 Asserting that a system is t-fault tolerant is a guarantee. This guarantee is independent of the reliability of the components that make up the system and therefore is a measure of the fault tolerance supported by the system architecture, in contrast to fault tolerance achieved simply by using reliable components. Fault tolerance of an actual system will depend on the reliability of the components used in constructing the system—in particular, the probability that there will be t or more failures during the operating interval of interest. In practice, t is chosen based on statistical measures of component reliability. Once t has been chosen, it is a simple matter to derive the usual statistical measures of reliability by computing the probabilities of various configurations of 0 through t failures and their consequences [2].

4. State Machine Approach

One way to employ replication in space for a function is to place a copy of a program that implements that function on each of the processors in a distributed system. Provided the program is deterministic and each copy of the program receives the same requests in the same order, it will do the same thing, hence produce the same results. The results of these copies can then be compared. If t+1 or more of the results are the same, this result can be used as the output of a t-fault-tolerant implementation of the function. This technique, known as the state machine approach, was first described in [12]. It was generalized to

1A t-fault tolerant system might continue to operate correctly if more than t failures occur, but we cannot guarantee correct operation.
handle fail-stop failures in [27], a class of failures between crash and Byzantine failures in [13], and full Byzantine failures in [14].

The name “state machine” comes from viewing a program as an automaton that repeatedly reads input (requests), performs a computation, and generates results. Not only is this view of programs simple, it is general. For example, process control applications are usually formulated in terms of one or more loops:

\[
\text{do } true \rightarrow \text{read from sensors}
\]
\[
\text{compute new state and output values}
\]
\[
\text{write to actuators}
\]
\[
\text{od}
\]

As another example, a memory cell can be viewed as a hardware implementation of a state machine. Two types of requests are serviced: read and write. In response to a read, the current value of the cell is fetched and returned as the output of the state machine; in response to a write, the current value of the cell is changed and an acknowledgment message returned.

The state machine approach is based on two abstractions:

Agreement. Every non-faulty copy of the state machine receives every request.

Order. Requests are processed in the same order by every non-faulty copy of the state machine.

Notice that among the (irrelevant) details suppressed by these abstractions are the behavior of faulty processors and the properties of the communications facility. In particular, the Agreement abstraction masks the effects of processor failures on the dissemination of values, yet stipulates nothing about the behavior of faulty processors; the Order abstraction synchronizes message receipt, yet stipulates nothing about message delivery order or system synchronicity. Implementing these abstractions will, of course, require attention to these details.

Abstractions are of value only if they can be implemented, so we now consider implementing Agreement and Order in a distributed system where processors can exhibit Byzantine failures. We assume communications lines that are only subject to transient failures due to noise bursts and that the network has sufficient connectivity so that despite hard failures every processor can communicate with every other.\(^2\) We also assume that speed differences between (non-faulty) processors and message delivery delays have a known bound—in practice, a reasonable assumption—and that clocks on non-faulty processors are approximately synchronized—not a reasonable assumption, but one that can be discharged using any of the Byzantine clock synchronization protocols that have been devised [15][19][20].

Before considering implementations for the Agreement and Order abstractions, we describe an interprocessor communications service that, provided \(t\) or fewer failures occur, satisfies properties VC1 and VC2 of a virtual circuit (see section 1), as well as the following authentication property.

Auth: A process can sign a message it receives and then forward it to any other process. Any process that receives a signed message can determine whether the message has been corrupted since it was signed.

Property VC1 can be satisfied in our system by reordering each message until \(i+1\) identical copies have been received. (To tolerate at most \(i\) failures, a maximum of \(2i+1\) copies of a message will have to be sent.) This is a form of replication in time and is appropriate because of the assumptions made above about the communications network. The traditional use of check-sums to trigger retransmission of corrupted messages is actually an optimization of this approach that assumes a failure causing corruption of a message always causes inconsistency between a message and its check-sum. The check-sum replaces having agreement on \(i+1\) copies of the message; the request for retransmission causes additional copies of the message to be sent only when necessary and only until a copy is received that is (apparently) uncorrupted.

Property VC2 can be achieved by the sender including sequence numbers in messages and having the receiver buffer messages and deliver them in strict order by sequence number.

Property Auth can be approximated by using check-sums. This approximation works because failures typically result in random, rather than truly malicious behavior. Carefully designed redundancy is usually sufficient to cope with random malicious behavior. Digital signatures [25], which are somewhat more costly than check-sums, can be used if intelligent malicious behavior is anticipated.

4.1. Agreement Abstraction

The Agreement abstraction can be realized by devising a protocol that allows a designated processor, called the transmitter, to disseminate a value to other processors in such a way that

IC1: All non-faulty processors agree on the same value.

IC2: If the transmitter is non-faulty then all non-faulty processors use its value as the one they agree on.

The hard part in implementing such a protocol is being able to cope with a transmitter exhibiting Byzantine failures. Such a transmitter might send different values to different processors in an attempt to violate IC1. Clearly, processors must exchange the values they receive from the transmitter among themselves before agreeing on any value.

To ensure IC1, it is sufficient that when the protocol terminates, the set of values received by each non-faulty processor is the same, because then each processor can compute some function on the contents of this set and obtain a value on which all will agree. However, the details of ensuring this and that IC2 also holds are subtle.

One problem is that faulty processors might selectively fail to relay values. Then, a processor might be delayed forever awaiting a value. To handle this difficulty, the assumptions made above about clock speeds and message delivery delays are exploited. Approximately synchronized clocks and bounded message delivery delays allow a processor to determine when it can expect no further messages from non-faulty processors. Thus, no (fauldy) processor can cause another to be delayed indefinitely awaiting a message that will never arrive.

A second problem is that a faulty processor might relay different values to different processors. However,
use of signed messages prevents a (faulty) processor \( p \) from forging a message. And, if \( p \) receives a message \( m \) from \( q \), then an attempt by \( p \) to change the contents of \( m \) before relaying it will not succeed: \( q \) will have signed the message and so \( p \)'s tampering with its contents will invalidate \( q \)'s signature, which would be detectable by any recipient of the message due to Auth. Thus, using signatures ensures that every value received by a processor is either correctly signed and detected as such, or one of the values originally sent by the transmitter.

The remaining problem is to ensure that not only are the values received by each non-faulty processor a subset of the values sent by the transmitter, but that all non-faulty processors agree on the contents of this set. This is solved by having processors sign and relay the messages they originally receive from the transmitter. If at most \( f \) processors can be faulty, then \( f+1 \) rounds of message relay are necessary and sufficient [7]. To see that \( f+1 \) rounds are sufficient, note that if the transmitter is faulty then \( f \) rounds ensure that every message is seen by at least one non-faulty processor, and a non-faulty processor will follow the protocol and therefore forward the message to all other processors; if the transmitter is non-faulty, then its value is the only one that will ever be accepted by a non-faulty processor due to the requirements about signatures.

Putting all this together, we get the following protocol for the Agreement abstraction, assuming there are no more than \( f \) faulty processors in the system. A process making a request of the state machine is the transmitter; the copies of the state machine are the other processors.

**Agreement Protocol:**

The transmitter signs and sends a copy of its value to every processor.

Every other processor \( p \) performs \( f+1 \) rounds, as follows.\(^3\) Whenever \( p \) receives a message in round \( i \) with \( i \) signatures, indicating that the message has been relayed through \( i \) processes without being modified, it adds the value in that message to \( V_p \), the set of values it has received, appends its signature to the message, and relays the signed message to all processors that have not already signed it.

At the end of the \( f+1 \)st round, to select the agreed upon value, each processor computes the same given function on \( V_p \).

At first, the cost of this protocol—\( f+1 \) rounds of message exchange—might appear prohibitive. In fact, there exist protocols to establish IC1 and IC2 where the number of rounds required is proportional to the number of failures that actually occur during execution of the protocol [35]. When there are few failures, these protocols are comparable in cost to 2- and 3-phase commit protocols [10][17][29]. However, they are considerably more fault tolerant—classic commit protocols are unable to tolerate Byzantine failures. There is an extensive literature concerning implementing the Agreement abstraction, which is variously called the Byzantine Generals Problem and the Consensus Problem. See [8] and [32].

---

4.2. Order Abstraction

Our next task is to support the Order abstraction. For this, we employ timestamps. Every request disseminated to the ensemble of state machine copies is given a timestamp using the clock on the processor making the request. Assuming that these clocks have sufficient resolution to ensure that two requests from the same user of the state machine are assigned different timestamps, the timestamps will define a fixed order on requests. (Two requests with the same timestamp from different users are ordered according to the user names, which are assumed to be unique.)

It is not sufficient, however, for state machine copies simply to process requests that have been received in ascending order by timestamp. We must ensure that a copy of the state machine processes a request only if no request with a smaller timestamp can be subsequently received. We shall say that a request is *stable at* \( p \) once no request with lower timestamp can be delivered to the state machine copy running on processor \( p \). Clearly, a request should be processed only after it becomes stable.

Testing stability of a request can be accomplished by exploiting the bounds on delivery delays and processor clocks. If requests are disseminated using an agreement protocol like the one above, then there will exist a constant \( \Delta \) such that a message timestamped \( T \) by transmitter \( p \) will be received by \( T + \Delta \) at every other processor according to each processors local clock. (See [6] for a detailed derivation for \( \Delta \) in a variety of environments.) Once the clock on a processor \( p \) reads time \( \tau \), \( p \) cannot subsequently receive a request with timestamp less than \( \tau - \Delta \). Therefore, a stability test for use with processors that can exhibit arbitrary behavior when they fail is:

**Order Protocol:**

Stable requests are processed in ascending order by timestamp. A request is stable at \( p \) if the timestamp on the request is \( T \) and the clock at \( p \) has a value greater than \( T + \Delta \).

5. Checkpoints and Reverts

A second general approach for achieving fault tolerance is periodically to save state information as checkpoints, and restart the computation from its last checkpoint when a failure occurs.\(^4\) This approach requires that two assumptions hold.

(1) Failures are detected before the results of invalid state transformations are saved in a checkpoint.

(2) Checkpoints are unaffected by failures and remain available.

These assumptions permit a computation to be restarted after a failure from one of its prior states that was saved as a checkpoint.

As before, we discharge these assumptions by postulating abstractions. We assume storage is partitioned into volatile storage and stable storage [17] such that:

**Failure Detection.** Failures are detected before any visible erroneous state transformation is performed.

**Stable Storage.** Information stored in stable storage remains available, despite failures.

---

\(^3\)Since the clocks on non-faulty processors are approximately synchronized and message delivery time is bounded, each processor can independently determine when each round starts and finishes.

\(^4\)A variety of language constructs have been defined to support this style of programming fault-tolerant applications. See [24] and [26].
Note that implementing the Failure Detection abstraction is equivalent to implementing the Fail-stop Processor abstraction of section 2.

Replication in space can be used to implement the Failure Detection abstraction in a system of processors that can exhibit Byzantine failures and have bounded speed differences and message delivery delays. In order to tolerate $i$ failures, every computation is performed on $i+1$ processors and the results at each step are compared. Whenever a disagreement occurs, a failure has been detected. The details of ensuring that all copies receive the same input in the same order are the same as described above for the state machine approach—we employ our Agreement and Order abstractions. However, for Failure Detection, only $i+1$-fold replication is required, while for a replicated state machine, $2i+1$-fold replication was required. A state machine that is replicated $2i+1$-fold can mask failures, though; our Failure Detection implementation cannot.

The Stable Storage abstraction can also be implemented in such a system by using replication in space. Here, however, data must be replicated $2i+1$-fold so that data may remain accessible even if as many as $i$ failures occur. Again, the state machine approach is used. The state machine responds to read and write requests in the obvious way. The difference between implementing Stable Storage using a state machine and replicating the entire computation $2i+1$-fold is one of cost. If accesses to Stable Storage are infrequent, the processing power allocated to state machine instances running the Stable Storage abstraction can be modest, in contrast to what might be required to run the entire computation replicated $2i+1$ times.

If processors exhibit only crash failures or fail-stop failures, then the implementation of the Failure Detection abstraction remains unchanged, but the Stable Storage abstraction can be implemented with $i+1$-fold replication.

6. Exploiting Hardware

The implementations described above are quite conservative. All assumptions necessary for correctness are explicit, and we generally made no assumptions about behavior of faulty processors. The implementations are also expensive—perhaps too expensive for all but the most critical applications. Other implementations do exist, although we avoided them because invariably they involve stronger assumptions.

Exploiting hardware is a cost-effective way to support our abstractions in practice. For example, Agreement and Order might be implemented by using a triple-redundant bus, Failure Detection (or Fail-stop Processors) by hardware monitoring of key points in the processor [11], and Stable Storage by using mirrored (dual) disks. Such hardware implementations are based on engineering data about how components fail. While it is usually impossible to guarantee that these implementations will continue to work in the presence of (any) failures, it is possible to assert that they will work provided certain other assumptions are valid about the number and nature of failures during some interval of interest. Thus, $i$-fault tolerance is really a special case of what we might call $A$-fault tolerance, which stipulates that an implementation satisfies its specification provided some set of assumptions $A$ remains valid. Engineering data about component failures allows a set of assumptions $A$ to be chosen.

Computer designers frequently design an architecture and then investigate realizations of that architecture with different price/performance ratios. Our abstractions for fault tolerance give the architect of a fault-tolerant application the opportunity to consider implementations with different price/fault-tolerance ratios. When designing in terms of our abstractions—at least, in theory—one need not decide between hardware and software implementations until the entire design is complete. Moreover, the architect can contemplate $A$-fault tolerant implementations for different assumptions $A$, thereby permitting additional tradeoffs between price and fault-tolerance. Finally, the abstractions permit a separation of concerns and a portability of design not otherwise possible.

7. Discussion

By no means is there widespread agreement among researchers or practitioners on what are the right abstractions for distributed systems, fault-tolerant systems, or distributed fault-tolerant systems. This paper describes abstractions that we have found useful. Although the particular abstractions were motivated by specific approaches to achieving fault-tolerance, they are quite general. For example, the Agreement and Order abstractions underly most distributed synchronization mechanisms, even when fault tolerance is not of concern [27]. Failure Detection has application beyond the checkpoint/restart approach described in section 5; the literature is replete with algorithms that require such a service.

The most surprising thing about our abstractions is their form. Abstractions common in sequential and concurrent programming relate state information and operations to manipulate that state. Such abstractions can usually be presented to the programmer as language constructs (e.g., the monitor construct or coroutines control structure) or as a module instance (e.g., a stack or tree). Our abstractions are best presented to the programmer as guarantees—assertions that can be used to simplify a program by eliminating possible executions. The ISIS project [4] is currently investigating this approach to fault-tolerant distributed systems by providing kernel-level support for Agreement, Ordering, and Failure Detection.

Other approaches to designing distributed (fault-tolerant) systems that are being discussed extend the semantics of instructions and/or data to help the programmer cope with distribution and fault-tolerance. Argus [18], CLOUDS [1], an early version of ISIS [3], LOCUS [22], and TABS [31] all provide transactions as an abstraction for structuring fault-tolerant applications. A transaction is like an instruction, except that its execution is atomic. Intermediate states of a transaction are never visible, even if a failure occurs during its execution. Note that a transaction that aborts due to a failure can be re-executed, since the state will be unchanged from what existed when the first execution of the transaction was attempted. Thus, a sequence of transactions specifies a computation not unlike the checkpoint/restart approach described above. In addition to sequential composition, transactions can be composed hierarchically, resulting in nested transactions [21]. By making the grain of computation small—a consequence of nesting transactions—we can decrease the interval that must elapse between failures in order to make progress and therefore increase the probability that progress can be made. Notice that implicit in the notion of a transaction is some form of Stable Storage.

The use of remote procedure calls [23] provides the basis for another approach to designing fault-tolerant distributed systems. A remote procedure call is like an ordi-
nary procedure call, except the procedure body can be executed by a different processor from the one executing the caller. This hides distribution from the programmer. When done properly, it can also hide certain types of failures. Implementing remote procedures so that the procedure body is performed exactly once—not at most once, or at least once—is a hard problem [23][30]. Replicated remote procedures [5] provide a way to support replication in space with a remote procedure call interface. Here, executing a single call causes a copy of the procedure body to be executed on a number of processors; the results of these executions are returned to the caller and compared.

8. Conclusions

The idea of structuring systems in terms of abstractions is not new. Identifying abstractions for fault-tolerant and distributed systems is. Only experience in using and implementing an abstraction will permit us to evaluate its utility. In the meantime, it behooves the designer of a system to think in terms of abstractions—be they new ones or existing ones—because only then will we stop reinventing the wheel.
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